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Autotrader Highlights Advanced Safety Features
Available in Not-So-Expensive Cars
For National Safety Month, Autotrader editors highlight seven great
safety features available in non-luxury vehicles.
ATLANTA, June 22, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Staying safe on the road is
paramount, and today's cars are offering more advanced safety features
than ever before. Shoppers who are interested in buying a new car on a tight
budget may think that they will miss out on the best safety technologies, as
high-end luxury vehicles are typically the first to integrate these features.
However, the editors at Autotrader have good news: Some of the most
advanced safety technologies are now available on a variety of non-luxury
vehicles.
You'd much rather have advanced safety features than infotainment in your
next car if you're like 83% of consumers in a recent Autotrader study1 . So in
honor of June being National Safety Month, the experts at Autotrader named
seven advanced safety features that you can get in not-so-expensive cars.
"You don't have to compromise on safety just because you can't spend a
fortune on your next vehicle," said Brian Moody, executive editor at
Autotrader. "There's a trickle down effect that brings high-end features to
more mainstream vehicles after a few years, so we wanted to compile a list
of our favorite features and the more accessible cars that offer them."
Below are the Autotrader editors' picks for seven advanced safety features
and the affordable cars that have them:
360-Degree Parking Camera: One of the great recent safety innovations
is the 360-degree parking camera. This enhancement to the traditional
backup camera provides a virtual 360-degree aerial view around the car.
While the feature is not incredibly common at this point, a few affordable
cars have it. The 2016 Nissan Rogue is one of those vehicles, and the 360degree camera is standard in all SL models. That's great news for shoppers
interested in this practical feature, as the Rogue SL starts at just under
$30,000 with shipping.
Adaptive Cruise Control: Adaptive cruise control, which maintains a
preset distance between you and the car in front of you, was once only
available in select high-end luxury cars. Today, it is finding its way to more
affordable models. Subaru includes adaptive cruise control as part of the
EyeSight suite of high-tech safety features that's available on all models—
even the compact Impreza Limited, which retails for around $26,300. Other
affordable small cars—like the Mazda3 and Hyundai Elantra—have also
added it to the options list.
Automated Parallel Parking: Remember when you still had to parallel
park your own car? That's the kind of thing you'd say if you had an
automated parallel parking system, which is available on vehicles as
affordable as the Chrysler 200 midsize sedan. While automated parallel
parking remains an uncommon feature even in the midsize sedan segment,
it's surprisingly affordable on the 200. All you have to do is opt for the toplevel 200C model and add the $1,295 SafetyTec package, for a total MSRP of
just over $30,000 with shipping.
Blind Spot Camera: Checking your blind spot could be a thing of the past if
you opt for a new Honda with LaneWatch, an impressive new system that
provides a large, handy camera to show you exactly what's in your blind

spot. This is a feature that the Autotrader editors expect will "trickle up," as
it isn't currently available in any ultra-high-end luxury cars. If you're
interested in trying it out, Honda offers the feature on virtually every one of
its models—including the subcompact Fit, which includes it as standard
equipment in the $18,500 EX trim.
Head-Up Display: If you're used to driving without a head-up display, you
might not understand why you'd ever need it. But this feature puts pertinent
information like navigation directions, your speed, the speed limit and more
just a quick glance down from your line of sight, making driving a lot safer.
While this may sound expensive, you can get a head-up display on the MINI
Cooper, even on the base level, by choosing the Media Package and its
Wired Upgrade—a $2,100 add-on that manages to keep the price of the
hatchback below $24,000 with shipping.
Lane Keep Assist: More advanced than just a typical lane departure
warning system, lane keep assist actively steers a car back into its lane if it
detects that the car is starting to drift out, which can literally be a lifesaver.
This feature is usually confined to high-end luxury cars; however, the 2017
Hyundai Elantra includes it on models with the Tech package and the
Ultimate package, a $4,400 upgrade. The result is a $27,600 compact car—
but one that's loaded with all the latest safety technology.
Pre-Collision Braking: Although forward collision warning and automatic
braking are starting to trickle down to more mainstream cars, these features
are usually confined to top-level option packages of high-end trim levels. Not
so in the Scion iA, which includes a pre-collision warning system as standard
equipment within its $16,600 base price. And while the iA's automatic
braking feature only kicks in at low speeds, it's still an impressive item on
such an affordable vehicle—especially since most of the iA's subcompact
rivals don't even offer the feature as an option.
To learn more about these great safety features and the more accessible
cars they're available on, visit "Seven Advanced Safety Features You Can
Get in Not-So-Expensive Cars" at Autotrader.com.
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